Thank You to Our 2019 Sponsors
for making our work possible and for helping us engage thousands of volunteers.

(as of March 1, 2019)

From financial support to corporate volunteer days, learn how your company can care for Colorado at voc.org/sponsorships.

So many ways to get involved...

Sign up for any project at voc.org/volunteer or visit voc.org/get-involved to learn about the other ways you can be a champion for Colorado.

Crew Chefs like Wes plan and prepare meals to keep others well-fed and fueled on VOC projects. Wes has been with VOC since 2011 and also helps as a Crew Leader.

Crew Leaders like Joe lead projects and ensure everyone has a fun, safe, and rewarding experience. Joe became a Crew Leader in 2016 and has volunteered nearly 200 hours.

Tool Managers like Renee organize and transport tools and equipment to and from VOC projects. Renee first volunteered with us in 1999.

Cairn Mentors like Shawn guide high school students through monthly activities in our Cairn Youth Program. Shawn is currently mentoring her second year of Cairn students.

Social Chairs like Alex help plan fun activities and make everyone feel welcome on VOC projects. Alex worked with us as a Seasonal Project Manager in 2017 and is also a Crew Leader.

VOC Members like Traci contribute financially to help make every project a success. Traci has also volunteered on more than 70 projects since 2002.

Be a Champion for Colorado

Lease your legacy on the outdoors through volunteer and training opportunities with Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado (VOC).

Be a Champion through Philanthropy. In order to address Colorado’s most critical stewardship needs, we rely on financial support from people like you! When you contribute to VOC, you become part of a growing community that is investing in the state and outdoor places you love. Your gift is tax-deductible and supports important work with the enclosed envelope or by donating securely online at voc.org. When you donate $40 or more, you become a VOC Member and receive perks like early registration for volunteer projects!
There’s a place for you, too, to be a champion for the outdoors with Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado.

For 35 years, people like you have given their time to ensure that Colorado’s outdoor places stay pristine against the thousands of feet, wheels, and hooves that pass over them every year. These heroes are on the front lines of restoration efforts and behind every hike, adventure, and accessible vista we enjoy.

This is how it feels to volunteer with VOC.

You lay down your tools and head back to the trailhead, amazed at the work accomplished along the way. The trail you built feels like it’s been there for years. The meadow is free from harmful weeds you pulled, and the riverbank is lined with willows you planted. You grab a cold drink and toast with new friends to a job well done and a day well spent.

This is how it feels to be a champion for Colorado; to not only leave no trace, but to leave each place – every park, trail, and campground – better than you found it.

This is how it feels to volunteer with VOC.

There’s a place for you, too, to be a champion for the outdoors with Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado.

We can help find the project that’s right for you!

Keep an eye on voc.org/cairn to apply for our high school Cairn Youth Program, open to teen range students and adult mentors!

For more information, visit voc.org/get-involved

We can help find the project that’s right for you!
Contact us at voc@voc.org or 303-715-1010.